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Energy-pooling collisions in potassium: 4PJ14PJ˜4S1„nl55P,6S,4D…
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We report experimental rate coefficients for the energy-pooling collisions K(4PJ)1K(4PJ)→K(4S)
1K(nl) with product statesnl55P, 6S, and 4D. The experimental procedure and analysis are similar to
those used in a recent study of energy-pooling collisions in cesium. In potassium, it was found that 4P1/2

14P1/2 collisions are more efficient than 4P3/214P3/2 collisions for populating 5P, while the opposite is true
for populating 6S. Since fluorescence from 4D was not seen, we can only report an upper limit for that rate
coefficient.@S1050-2947~97!08307-8#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Rk, 34.90.1q
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I. INTRODUCTION

When atomic vapors are resonantly excited by laser ra
tion, it is often possible to observe fluorescence from lev
lying near twice the excitation energy@1#. Such fluorescence
can result from ‘‘energy-pooling’’~EP! collisions in which
two excited atoms collide and ‘‘pool’’ their energy so th
one atom ends in the ground state and the other in a m
highly excited state. Since energy deficits or surpluses m
be taken up by the kinetic energy of the colliding atoms, i
clear that the strongest EP collision processes will be th
where the final energy state lies near twice the excita
energy. EP collisions have been studied extensively in
kali homonuclear@2–5# and heteronuclear@6,7# systems, as
well as in other metal vapors@8–15# over the last 20 years
Measurements of EP cross sections at thermal energies
vide important tests of theoretical molecular potential cur
at large internuclear distances. The latter are of current in
est in the study of ultracold atom collisions which occur
large separations.

Recently, we reported experimental rate coefficients
the EP process Cs(6PJ)1Cs(6PJ)→Cs(6S1/2)1Cs(nlJ8)
with product statesnlJ857P1/2, 7P3/2, 6D3/2, 6D5/2,
8S1/2, 4F5/2, and 4F7/2 @16#. The large fine-structure split
ting of the cesium 6PJ energy levels allows the investigatio
of angular momentum propensity rules, since Cs(6P1/2)
1Cs(6P1/2), Cs(6P1/2)1Cs(6P3/2), and Cs(6P3/2)
1Cs(6P3/2) can all be studied separately. Specifically, w
found that 1/211/2 collisions were more likely than 3/
13/2 collisions to populate the 7P levels, while 3/213/2
collisions were more likely than 1/211/2 collisions to popu-
late 8S. However, these results are consistent with the re
tive energy deficits~i.e., the energy deficit for populatin
7P is much smaller for 1/211/2 collisions than for 3/2
13/2 collisions and vice versa for 8S!. Therefore it is not
clear whether the relative size of the EP rate coefficient
primarily determined by energy deficits or whether angu
momentum is also playing a role.

Here we report the results of an experimental investi
561050-2947/97/56~1!/514~7!/$10.00
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tion of potassium K(4PJ)1K(4PJ)→K(4S)1K(nl) EP
collisions with product statesnl55P, 6S, and 4D. To the
best of our knowledge, the only previous study of potassi
EP collisions was presented in Ref.@17#. However, in that
study, fluorescence from highly excited states could only
observed at high atom densities where significant ioniza
was also seen. Energy pooling could not be separated f
associative ionization followed by dissociative recombin
tion, as well as electron impact excitation, electron imp
ionization, and electron-ion recombination. A model was d
veloped@18# to take these various phenomena into acco
simultaneously, but only upper limits to the potassium
cross sections could be obtained. On the other hand, po
sium is of particular interest at the current time because n
high-quality K2 potentials have just become available@19#,
and these have recently been used to calculate cross sec
for potassium EP collisions at temperatures around 1000
@20#. The calculations are now also being extended to low
temperatures appropriate to cell experiments@21#. Potassium
is also interesting because the 4PJ fine-structure splitting is
large enough to allow a separate study of the 4P1/214P1/2
and 4P3/214P3/2 collision processes~similar to the cesium
case!, but small compared to the EP collision energy defic
~unlike the cesium case!. Thus the role of angular momen
tum in the EP process can be studied independently of
ergy deficits~see Fig. 1!. Note that the 4PJ14PJ energies
lie almost half way between the exothermic 5P14S product
state and the endothermic 6S14S and 4D14S product
states.

II. THEORY

The EP process can be modeled using rate equati
which are solved to yield steady-state level populations
the related fluorescence ratios. A complete model for ces
EP collisions has been presented in Ref.@16# where an
expression for the EP rate coefficient in terms of the m
sured fluorescence ratios is given. Potassium K(4PJ)
1K(4PJ)→K(4S)1K(nl) EP collisions can be treate
514 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 515ENERGY-POOLING COLLISIONS IN POTASSIUM: . . .
analogously to cesium Cs(6PJ)1Cs(6PJ)→Cs(6S1/2)
1Cs(nlJ8) collisions, and so here we only quote the resu

knl5S I nl→n8 l J9
8 /«nl→n8 l J9

8

I 4PJ→4S1/2
/«4PJ→4S1/2

D
3

lnl→n8 l J9
8

l4PJ→4S1/2

G4PJ→4S1/2
nat

G
nl→n8 l J9

8
nat

tnl
nat

T4PJ→4S1/2

Tnl→n8 l J9
8

3
2

~tnl
eff/tnl

nat!

*2R
R n4PJ~x!dx

*2R
R @n4PJ~x!#2dx

. ~1!

FIG. 1. ~a! Potassium energy-level diagram. Arrows repres
fluorescence transitions studied in this work. Wavelengths are g
in nm. ~b! Potassium atomic levels lying near twice the 4PJ level
energies. 4PJ14PJ energies are represented by dashed lines.
ergies are taken from Ref.@29#.
:

In this expression,I nl→n8 l J9
8 is the fluorescence intensity co

responding to the transitionnl→n8l J9
8 emitted by atoms in

the particular volume which is imaged onto the slits of o
monochromator,«nl→n8 l J9

8 is the detection system efficienc

~including effects due to the photomultiplier, monochroma
grating, and any filters used! at the frequency of interest
G
nl→n8 l J9

8
nat

is the natural radiative rate of the transition, a

lnl→n8 l J9
8 is the transition wavelength.Tnl→n8 l J9

8 is the av-

erage probability that a photon emitted in the detection
rection will pass through the vapor between its point of o
gin and the cell walls without being absorbed. It is related
the frequency-dependent absorption cross section~including
hyperfine structure! and the density and spatial distributio
of atoms in the lower level of the transition, and is give
explicitly in Eqs.~8!–~11! of Ref. @16#. We note that in the
present potassium experiment,Tnl→n8 l J9

8 is approximately

equal to 1 except for the 4PJ→4S1/2 resonance transitions
tnl
nat is the natural lifetime of levelnl, andtnl

eff is the effective
lifetime of level nl including the effects of radiation trap
ping. The latter is calculated using the Molisch theory
radiation trapping@22,23#, and these calculations are als
described in detail in Ref.@16#. However, in the present case
trapping on all transitions of interest is negligible@i.e.,
(tnl

eff/tnl
nat);1 for all transitions of interest—see Table I#. Fi-

nally, n4PJ(x) is the position-dependent excited atom dens

and R is the radius of the cylindrical cell. Note that th
fluorescence volume integrals in Eq.~1! have been reduced
to one-dimensional integrals since the excitation is indep
dent of position along the cell axis and fluorescence is
tected from a thin strip across the cell~see next section and
Fig. 2!. Experimentally, the measured quantities a
I nl→n8 l J9

8 , «nl→n8 l J9
8 , I 4PJ→4S1/2

, «4PJ→4S1/2
, andn4PJ(x).

III. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup for the potassium EP rate coe
cient measurements is shown in Fig. 2, and is almost ide
cal to that used for the cesium measurements describe
Ref. @16#. In the interest of brevity, the reader is referred
Ref. @16# for details. Potassium vapor was contained in
cylindrical glass cell, 81 mm long and 20 mm in diamet
with no buffer gas. The cell was heated to 94–120 °C, p
ducing a potassium density of 0.3–1.831012 cm23 in the
vapor phase according to the Nesmeyanov relation@24#. Ac-
curate determination of the ground-state density using opt
absorption measurements is difficult in this temperat
range where the resonance lines are optically thick. Ho
ever, measurements of the 4S1/2→4P3/2 transition line center
absorption coefficient in the temperature range 46–55 °C
dicated that the actual potassium atom number density
approximately 22% higher than the values given by the N
meyanov formula. In the analysis which follows, we assu
that the atom density in the experimental temperature ra
94–120 °C was also 22% greater than values obtained f
Nesmeyanov, with;25% uncertainty.

A single-mode, cw Ti:sapphire laser~Coherent model
899-29! was used to pump either theD1 (4S1/2→4P1/2) or
D2 (4S1/2→4P3/2) potassium resonance transition. Typic
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FIG. 2. ~a! Experimental setup. The Ti:sapphire laser was used to pump the potassium 4S1/2→4PJ resonance transition. The monochr
mator and photomultiplier tube~PMT-1! were used to spectrally resolve the potassium atomic line fluorescence. PMT-2 was used to m
total resonance line~D1 or D2! fluorescence, and PMT-3 monitored the transmission of the Ti:sapphire beam through the cell. The r
laser was used to probe the 4PJ level density at various positions in the cell~determined by the position of the translating mirror!. PMT-4
was used to monitor the dye laser transmission. IF, LP, SP, and ND represent interference, long-pass, short-pass, and neutral-de
respectively.~b! Inset showing the cell geometry and the region~shaded! from which fluorescence was detected. The height of the ima
region isDy;150mm and the lengthDL;0.5 cm.
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laser powers were 700 mW for theD1 line and 600 mW for
theD2 line in a roughly collimated 8-mm-diam beam. Th
frequency of the pump laser was set to maximize
4PJ→4S1/2 fluorescence from the observation region. T
attenuation over the observation region was negligible. T
the excited atom density could be considered constant a
the beam axis.

The setup for detection of fluorescence was the sam
described in Ref.@16#. Resolved 4PJ→4S1/2, 5P→4S1/2,
6S1/2→4P1/2, 6S1/2→4P3/2, and 4D5/2→4P3/2 fluores-
cence, emitted in the region of the cell volume indicated
Fig. 2~b!, was recorded at each temperature for bothD1 and
D2 pumping, using a monochromator~Spex model 1681,
0.22 m! with attached photomultiplier tube~Hamamatsu
model R636 GaAs, PMT-1 in Fig. 2!. Monochromator slits
were set to 300–500mm ~1–2 nm resolution!. Thus the
5PJ8→4S1/2 fine-structure transitions could not be resolve
A short-pass filter~Reynard! with cut-on wavelength of 700
nm or a 680–740 nm bandpass filter~Melles Griot! was used
to block scatteredD1 andD2 line fluorescence when record
ing the EP fluorescence signals. Calibrated neutral den
filters were used to attenuate the strongD1 andD2 signals so
that they could be recorded using the same monochrom
slits and photomultiplier tube ~PMT! voltage. The
wavelength-dependent relative detection-system efficienc«,
including the effects of all filters, was measured using a c
brated tungsten-halogen lamp@25#. A free-standing photo-
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multiplier tube ~Hamamatsu R406, PMT-2 in Fig. 2! was
used to monitor the totalD1 andD2 fluorescence throughou
the experiment in order to guard against frequency or int
sity drift of the pump laser.

A single-mode cw dye laser~Coherent 699-29, using LD
700 dye pumped by a 6-W krypton ion laser! was used to
probe the density and spatial distribution of the atoms in
4PJ levels. The power of the probe laser was cut down
;20 nW with neutral density filters. We directly measure t
4P3/2 number density by scanning the probe laser over
4P3/2→6S1/2 transition and monitoring its transmission u
ing another photomultiplier tube~PMT-4!. In order to mea-
sure the spatial dependencen4P3/2(x) across the diameter o
the cell, the probe laser was stepped across the cell paral
the pump beam using the translating mirror shown in
figure.

The transmitted intensity of the probe-laser beam throu
a lengthL of the vapor is given by

I n~L !5I n~0!e2k6S1/2←4P3/2
~n!L ~2!

for light of frequencyn. HereI n(0) is the incident intensity
and k6S1/2←4P3/2

(n) is the frequency-dependent absorpti

coefficient. n4P3/2 is related to the integral o
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TABLE I. Measured rate coefficients for the potassium energy-pooling collisions K(4PJ)1K(4PJ)→K(4S1/2)1K(nl).

K(4P3/2)1K(4P3/2)→K(4S1/2)1K(nl)

nl Temperature
~°C!

n4S1/2
(1011 cm23)

T4P3/2→4S1/2 E
2R

R

n4P3/2~x!dx

E
2R

R

@n4P3/2~x!#2dx

Monitored
transition
nl→n8l J9

8

Inl→n8lJ9
8 /«nl→n8lJ9

8

I4P3/2→4S1/2
/«4P3/2→4S1/2

Tnl→n8 l J9
8 tnl

eff

tnl
nat

knl
(cm3 s21)

5P 94 3.61 0.0945 (3.4931010)21 5P→4S1/2 3.7131028 0.973 1.004 2.49310211

105 8.03 0.0449 (5.7231010)21 2.2131027 0.943 1.009 4.41310211

118 19.46 0.0133 (1.4131011)21 1.9731026 0.866 1.021 5.08310211

6S 105 8.03 0.0449 (5.7231010)21 6S→4P1/2 4.2131028 1.000 1.004 1.09310211

118 19.46 0.0133 (1.4131011)21 2.8831027 1.000 1.009 8.92310212

120 22.18 8.8831028 1.000 1.009 3.87310212a

105 8.03 0.0449 (5.7231010)21 6S→4P3/2 9.4631028 0.990 1.004 1.25310211

118 19.46 0.0133 (1.4131011)21 5.3731027 0.979 1.009 8.59310212

120 22.18 1.8531027 0.979 1.009 4.17310212a

4D 120 22.18 4D5/2→4P3/2 ,231028 1.000 1.000,2.0310211 a

K(4P1/2)1K(4P1/2)→K(4S1/2)1K(nl)

nl Temperature
~°C!

n4S1/2
(1011 cm23)

T4P1/2→4S1/2 E
2R

R

n4P1/2~x!dx

E
2R

R

@n4P1/2~x!#2dx

Monitored
transition
nl→n8l J9

8

Inl→n8lJ9
8 /«nl→n8lJ9

8

I4P1/2→4S1/2
/«4P1/2→4S1/2

Tnl→n8 l J9
8 tnl

eff

tnl
nat

knl
(cm3 s21)

5P 95 3.89 0.1724 (3.3331010)21 5P→4S1/2 1.0831027 0.970 1.005 1.37310210

105 8.03 0.0635 (1.0731011)21 7.0031027 0.940 1.009 1.04310210

118 19.46 0.0236 (2.0231011)21 1.5931026 0.863 1.021 5.01310211

6S 105 8.03 0.0635 (1.0731011)21 6S→4P1/2 2.7831028 0.988 1.002 5.44310212

118 19.46 0.0236 (2.0231011)21 4.2831028 0.976 1.004 1.66310212

120 22.18 4.1031028 0.976 1.004 1.10310212a

105 8.03 0.0635 (1.0731011)21 6S→4P3/2 5.3731028 1.000 1.002 5.26310212

118 19.46 0.0236 (2.0231011)21 8.8931028 1.000 1.004 1.71310212

120 22.18 6.2831028 1.000 1.004 8.36310213a

4D 120 22.18 4D5/2→4P3/2 ,231028 1.000 1.000,1.2310211 a

aResults obtained relative tok5P from the relation

knl5k5PS Inl→n8lJ9
8 /«nl→n8lJ9

8

I5P→4S1/2
/«5P→4S1/2

D lnl→n8 l J9
8

l5P→4S1/2

G5P→4S1/2
nat t5P

nat

G
nl→n8 l J9

8
nat

tnl
nat

T5P→4S1/2

Tnl→n8 l J9
8

~t5P
eff /t5P

nat!

~tnl
eff/tnl

nat!

with (I 5P→4S1/2
/«5P→4S1/2

)/(I 4PJ→4S1/2
/«4PJ→4S1/2

)51.431026 for D2 pumping and (I 5P→4S1/2
/«5P→4S1/2

)/(I 4PJ→4S1/2
/«4PJ→4S1/2

)52.3
31026 for D1 pumping.
E

ns
ble
,
e

tial
an

l

k6S1/2←4P3/2
(n) by @26#

E k6S1/2←4P3/2
~n!dn

5
@l6S1/2→4P3/2

#2

8p

g6S1/2
g4P3/2

n4P3/2G6S1/2→4P3/2
nat , ~3!

whereg6S1/2 andg4P3/2 are the degeneracies of the 6S1/2 and

4P3/2 states, respectively. Thus we can extractn4P3/2(x) from
the position dependent probe transmission scans using
~2! and ~3!.
qs.

Due to weak oscillator strengths of probe transitio
within the wavelength range of the dye laser, we were una
to measure absorption from the 4P1/2 state directly. Instead
we monitored cascade 5P→4S fluorescence as the prob
laser was scanned across the 4P1/2→4D3/2 transition. This
allowed a relative measurement of the excited atom spa
distribution,n4P1/2(x). The measurement was placed on
absolute scale by comparing the ratio ofD2 fluorescence
under conditions where the absolute 4P3/2 density and spatia
distribution were known~D2 pumping, no probe laser! to
D1 fluorescence where only the relative 4P1/2 spatial distri-
bution was known~D1 pumping, no probe laser!. Specifi-
cally,
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TABLE II. Values for the potassium energy-pooling rate coefficients and cross sections obtained
work. The error bars reflect statistical uncertainties only. Including systematic effects we estimate that
rate coefficients are only accurate to;50%, with the exception of the 6S rate coefficient forD1 pumping
~where the uncertainties are280%!.

K(4P3/2)1K(4P3/2)→K(4S1/2)1K(nl)

nl Rate coefficients (cm3 s21) Cross sections (cm2)
5P (4.061.3)310211 (6.262.1)310216

6S (8.263.5)310212 (1.360.5)310216

4D ,2.0310211 ,3.1310216

K(4P1/2)1K(4P1/2)→K(4S1/2)1K(nl)

nl Rate coefficients (cm3 s21) Cross sections (cm2)
5P (9.764.4)310211 (1.560.7)310215

6S (2.762.1)310212 (4.263.3)310217

4D ,1.2310211 ,1.8310216
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~ I 4P1/2→4S1/2
/«4P1/2→4S1/2

!D1 pump

~ I 4P3/2→4S1/2
/«4P3/2→4S1/2

!D2 pump

5
l4P3/2→4S1/2

l4P1/2→4S1/2

3
@T4P1/2→4S1/2

#D1 pump

@T4P3/2→4S1/2
#D2 pump

G4P1/2→4S1/2
nat

G4P3/2→4S1/2
nat

3
@n4P1/2~x50!#D1 pump

*2R
R @n4P1/2

rel ~x!#D1 pump
dx

*2R
R @n4P3/2~x!#D2 pump

dx
.

~4!

Here @n4P3/2(x)#D2 pump
is the absolute 4P3/2 density distri-

bution measured in theD2 pump case,@n4P1/2
rel (x)#D1 pump

is

the relative 4P1/2 spatial distribution~normalized to one on
the cell axis,x50! measured in theD1 pump case, and
@n4P1/2(x50)#D1 pump

is the unknown absolute 4P1/2 density

on the cell axis in theD1 pump case. The transmission fa
tors are calculated as described in Ref.@16#. Thus we can
find @n4P1/2(x50)#D1 pump

from our measurements o

@n4P1/2
rel (x)#D1 pump

, @n4P3/2(x)#D2 pump
, and theD1 to D2 line

fluorescence ratio.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The excited atom density spatial distributions were in
grated numerically as required in Eq.~1! and then combined
with the measured fluorescence ratios, calculated trans
sion factors, and calculated effective lifetimes to yield valu
for the EP rate coefficients. The various rate coefficients
each temperature are listed in Table I. Only an upper li
for k4D was obtained since we were unable to det
4D5/2→4P3/2 fluorescence with our highest sensitivity. Th
procedures used to calculate transmission factors and
relatively minor radiation trapping corrections to the hig
lying state lifetimes were the same as those used in
analysis of the cesium experiment@16#. In the case of potas
-

is-
s
r
it
t

he

e

sium, natural radiative rates for all transitions were tak
from Wieseet al. @27#. Resonance–broadening rates~needed
in the numerical calculations ofT4PJ→4S1/2

! were taken from

Carrington, Stacey, and Cooper@28#.
The statistical errors in the potassium measurements

also similar to those of the cesium measurements. We e
mate a 25% uncertainty in all fluorescence ratios with
exception of the 6S fluorescence ratio forD1 pumping where
we estimate a 50% uncertainty because the signals were
tremely weak. We estimate the uncertainties in the ra
*2R
R n4PJ(x)dx/*2R

R @n4PJ(x)#
2dx to be approximately 15%

for J53/2 and 25% forJ51/2 since the determination is les
direct in the latter case. The ground-state hyperfine splitt
in potassium is smaller than the Doppler linewidth. Th
hyperfine optical pumping is much less significant than
cesium and this allowed us to observe EP fluorescence
lower ground-state densities. As a result, the effects of ra
tion trapping were greatly reduced and we estimate un
tainties in the factorTnl→n8 l J9

8 (tnl
eff/tnl

nat) to be about 5%. Simi-

larly, we estimate that values ofT4PJ→4S1/2
are good to about

30%. Possible systematic effects include the uncertainty
the ground-state density determination~which affects
T4PJ→4S1/2

!, neglect of cascade from higher levels, and m

ing of product state populations due to collisions w
ground-state potassium or impurity atoms. Using lar
6S,4D→5P and 4D→6S mixing rate coefficients
(3310210 cm3 sec21) and impurity densities (1015 cm23)
and assuming the 4D population is the maximum allowed b
our upper limit ofk4D , we estimate that the 6S→5P cas-
cade and 6S,4D→5P mixing terms contribute less than 10%
to the uncertainty in ourk5P values. Based on these wors
case considerations, the 4D→5P cascade may contribute u
to 50% and 13% uncertainty tok5P , and 4D→6S mixing
may contribute up to 20% and 34% uncertainty tok6S , in the
D2 and D1 pumping cases, respectively. These are up
limits, of course, since we observed no detectable 4D fluo-
rescence.

The rate coefficients defined by Eq.~1! are based on the
assumption that only one 4PJ fine-structure level is popu
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lated, i.e., the we only observe 4P3/214P3/2 EP collisions
for D2 line pumping and 4P1/214P1/2 EP collisions forD1
line pumping. However, due to collisions with impurity a
oms and ground-state potassium atoms, excitation tran
occurs between the 4PJ fine-structure levels. Thus, eve
though we pump only one fine-structure level at a time, so
population also exists in the other fine-structure level. C
sequently, our results may be contaminated by contributi
from 4P3/214P1/2 collisions. However, our measuremen
show that the population in the collisionally populated lev
never exceeds 20% of the population in the directly pum
level ~except at the highest temperature in theD1 pump
case!. Since 4P3/214P1/2 is no more resonant than 4P1/2
14P1/2 or 4P3/214P3/2 collisions ~unlike the situation in
cesium!, we do not believe that neglect of 4P3/214P1/2 col-
lisions introduces much uncertainty into our results.

Considering the various sources of uncertainty, includ
possible systematic errors, we estimate overall uncertain
of ;50% in our measured energy-pooling rate coefficien
with the exception of the 6S rate coefficient forD1 pumping
~where the uncertainties are;80%!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Final EP rate coefficients obtained in this work~by aver-
aging all data collected over the range 94–120 °C! are pre-
sented in Table II along with cross sections obtained fr
the relationknl5^snlv&'snl^v&. The results of Table II
show some interesting similarities to those obtained in
sium. Specifically, the 5P state is populated more effective
by 4P1/214P12 collisions than by 4P3/214P3/2 collisions.
In cesium we found that the analogous 7P state is more
effectively populated by 6P1/216P1/2 collisions than by
6P3/216P3/2 collisions. Similarly, in potassium we find tha
6S is populated more effectively by 4P3/214P3/2 collisions,
which is analogous to the cesium case, where 8S is popu-
lated more effectively by 6P3/216P3/2 collisions. In the case
of cesium it appeared that these results could be expla
strictly on the basis of energy deficits: 6P3/216P3/2 is
more resonant than 6P1/216P1/2 with 8S, while 6P1/2
16P1/2 is more resonant than 6P3/216P3/2 with 7P @see
Fig. 1~b! in Ref. @16##. In potassium, the energy deficits a
nearly the same@see Fig. 1~b! of the present manuscript#, and
thus the differences for 4P1/214P1/2 vs 4P3/214P3/2 colli-
sions may indicate that angular momentum propensity ru
can play a role in the EP process. Such propensity rules w
not found in earlier studies of EP in strontium and bariu
@10,12,15#. Another interesting result of the cesium expe
ment is the fact that 7P1/2 is much more strongly populate
than 7P3/2 in 6P1/216P1/2 collisions, while the two 7PJ8
-
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levels are approximately equally populated by 6P3/216P3/2
collisions. We had hoped to see if an analogous result
curred in potassium. However, the potassium 5PJ8 EP sig-
nals were too small to measure at the densities and mo
chromator slit widths necessary to resolve the fine-struc
levels. At higher densities, the 5PJ8→4S1/2 fluorescence is
spectrally broadened by self-absorption in the vapor. T
the 5PJ8 levels cannot be separately resolved. Finally,
cesium we found that the 6D levels are populated more e
ficiently through EP than any other excited states, while
potassium we were unable to detect any fluorescence f
the analogous 4D levels. This can most likely be attribute
to the fact that in cesium 6PJ16PJ→6S1/216DJ8 is almost
resonant, while the potassium 4PJ14PJ→4S1/214DJ8 en-
ergy deficit is much larger.

The only previous experimental determination of EP cro
sections in potassium were the upper limitss6S<6
310216 cm2 ands4D<8310216 cm2 obtained from the the-
oretical model@18# of the cw experiment presented in Re
@17#. We note that these limits are consistent with the cr
sections obtained in the present work. The cross sect
have also been obtained theoretically in Ref.@20#, but only
for mean collision velocities greater than 1200 m/sec~corre-
sponding to temperatures in excess of 1000 °C!. The calcu-
lations show that the thermally averaged cross section
these temperatures ares4D;6310216 cm2, s6S
;2.4310217 cm2, and s5P;6310217 cm2. However, the
EP processes which populate 4D and 6S are strongly endo-
thermic, so that both cross sections should be much sm
at the temperatures of the present experiment (;100 °C).
Conversely, the EP process which populates 5P is exother-
mic and the calculations show that the cross section rise
the mean velocity decreases. Thus it is difficult to comp
the experimental and theoretical cross sections at the pre
time. However, theoretical calculations of the EP cross s
tions at lower temperatures are currently underway@21#, and
a meaningful comparison should be possible in the near
ture. Finally, we should note that the current theoretical c
culations@20# do not include the 4P state fine structure. Be
cause of the apparent angular momentum propensity r
seen in this work and in Ref.@16#, it would be extremely
interesting to extend the theoretical work to include fin
structure effects.
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